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DEDICATION

To anyone rejected
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“Rejected pieces aren’t failures; 
unwritten pieces are.”                              

                                    — Greg Daugherty
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A GUIDE TO THE PRONUNCIATION OF TWI

/aa/ as in arm
/ae/ as in aye
/ɔ/ as in caught
/ɔɔ/ as in call
/ee/ as in page
/ei/ as in fray
/ea/ as in pediatrics
/eɛ/ as in fear
/ɛ/ as in step
/ɛɛ/ as in herb
/ɛe/ as in fed
/hw/ as in wheel
/hy/ as in shed
/io/ as in kiosk
/ia/ as in caveat
/ie/ as in fierce
/oa/ as in koala
/oɔ/ as in plod
/oo/ as in toll
/kw/ as in quality
/ky/ as in chief
/gy/ as in gym
/nw/ as in nude
/ny/ as in nil
/tw/ as in tweed
/ua/ as in Tuareg
/ue/ as in Puerto Rico
/uo/ as in buoy
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FOREWORD

Every time I send out a rejection letter, my finger 
always hovers for a moment over the send key and I 
rethink the decision. Every single time. It is so easy 
for me to recall those times of receiving the long 
awaited email from an editor only to find that, once 
again, all my efforts would be passed over. Worse yet, 
sending that dreaded email to someone who, over the 
years, has become a friend.

Much has been said about literary rejections and about 
how a writer should persevere. About how every 
rejection is a stepping stone to further success. All 
this is true but let me offer another idea. Rejection can 
be a time of contemplation. A time to look inward and 
to look at the work. Then, to ask the hard questions 
about why and what has to be done to make the work 
more successful moving forward. In this wonderful 
collection of senryu, Adjei Agyei-Baah does just that 
by giving us insight into these moments of rejection. 
In his own unique way he demonstrates to us that even 
in the moment of rejection, we can find a moment of 
poetry.
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On one occasion, while editing Failed Haiku, after 

sending several rejections, I opened my own person 

email to find one such message waiting there for me. 

An endless cycle of two steps forward and one step 

back. But in the end, if we persist, we all get to where 

we need to go, and if done right, enjoy the journey 

along the way.

          —Bryan Rickert 

Co-editor, Failed Haiku 

June 2021
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SENRYU POEMS
ABOUT REJECTED SUBMISSION
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the courage
to open the mail, the editor
who rejects me

akokoɔduro a ɛsɛsɛ menya
de bue krataa, samufoɔ bi
de hu to me so
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rejected submission
finding the other door
to the editor’s mind

w’apo me krataa 
mepɛ kwan foforɔ so
de di samufoɔ so nkunim
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sorry
I will pass on your submission
pass on to whom?

kafra 
ɛsɛssɛ mepia wo anwonsɛm ma obi
pia ma hwan?
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a mail of rejection
and yet still published 
a secret I kept to myself

me awnonsɛm a 
wcn angye antum nanso w’atintim
ahintasɛm a menko menim
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rejection sucks!
she tells me
take a glass of coffee

samufoɔ te akoma!
ɔka kyerɛ me sɛ
me nom kɔfe
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thought of being rejected
the joy of finding acceptance
in the spam folder

ayɛ me sɛ y’ayi me mu
anigyeɛ a me nyaa sɛ 
woagye me atum akyire yi
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returned manuscript—
rings of coffee stains
from the editor’s mug

me krataa a wɔn angye antum
samufoɔ gya kɔfe
nkekaawa wɔ so
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rejected submission
spitting melon seeds
as if I don’t care

w’apo me krataa
me pu ɛferɛ aba gu
te sɛ nea biribi mfa meho
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constant stream of rejections
he tells me 
to submit again

samufoɔ ateetee
ɔka kyerɛ me sɛ
me nsane mra bio
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pompous rejection—
the tone of an editor
seemingly personal

samufoɔ po me krataa
ne kasaeɛ asɛ 
nea ɔne me wɔ asɛm
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streak of rejections
a thought of going to the pine
to learn from the pine

bɔguo ntoatoasoɔ
adwene bi ba sɛ, ɛwɔsɛ 
mehunu paen, na m’aka paen ho asɛm
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the patience 
it takes to revise a haiku
the sharp edge of rejection

aboterɛ a menya 
de siesie me haeku, samufoɔ 
twerɛdua yɛ nam
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morning garden
reading my rejected haiku
to a little sparrow

anɔpa afuom
me kenkan me haeku a w’apo
de kyerɛ akasanoma bi
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long lockdown...
the harsh editor rejects me
with softer words

hyɛ dan mu berɛ
samufoɔ ɔde m’anim ayɛ fam
kasa kyerɛ me brɛw
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top honours
the haiku I rejected
now reads clearer

abasobɔ berɛ
haeku bi a me poeɛ
nkyerɛmu da hɔ fan
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rejection—
the editor claims to be lost
in the woods of my words

me krataa a w’apo
samufoɔ yera
wɔ m’anwonsɛm mu
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the people’s journal
the editor calls for
rejected works

for Michael Rehling

nipa dodoɔ krataa
samufoɔ gye anwensɛm
a w’apo
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spring freshness
almost terminating my ginko walk
a rejected haiku mail

fefɛberɛ da bi
ɛkaadɛ na me haeku wɔ poeɛ
maame gyaee abɔdeɛ hwehwɛ aprɔbɔ
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submission rules
an editor’s ego
signs off

nkrataatim nhyehyɛeɛ
samufoɔ ahogyedie
da ne ho adi
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filling the cracks
of my rejected haiku
falling cherry blossom

etuatua ntokuro 
a ɛwɔ me haeku mu 
kyɛri nhyerɛnee a ɛrete guo
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clear blue sky…
my rejected haiku moves on
to win a contest

wiem da fan
me haeku a yɛyii no totwene
kɔ n’anim kɔdi nkunim
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